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Equity Tips: Online Resources  

Kirwan Institute: Implicit Bias Module Series  

http://kirwaninstitute.osu.edu/implicit-bias-training/ 

 

  

The Ohio State University’s Kirwan Institute for the Study of Race and Ethnicity is a leader in 

the field and in providing practical solutions for various settings. Recently they have launched 

an online module series of education and practice on the topics of implicit bias and describe its 

purpose in this way: 

 
This course will introduce you to insights about how our minds operate and help you understand the 

origins of implicit associations. You will also uncover some of your own biases and learn strategies 

for addressing them. Each module is divided into a short series of lessons, many taking less than 10 

minutes to complete. That way, even if you’re pressed for time, you can complete the lessons and 

modules at your convenience. 

 

Awareness work should lead to debiasing efforts and engagement with how these associations 

and habits feed systemic inequities connect to participation in those systems and convince 

participants to becoming active in reducing their own personal and group discriminatory 

behaviors and policies. 

 

Persons who use the modules may want to learn more by exploring their own biases by going to 

Project Implicit (to access one of many implicit association tests available from Harvard and 

partner universities).  

 

 

 

http://kirwaninstitute.osu.edu/implicit-bias-training/
https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/takeatest.html


Take Your Anti-Racism Journey Further with Online Courses  

https://mashable.com/shopping/anti-racism-online-

courses/?fbclid=IwAR0mAcuSx39KQPM52VShZiaCaIdk0qMaaBnEAs8JZJr_I88jtEgn5B23E58  

A list compiled/reviewed/annotated by Jae Thomas and published by Mashable (accessed on Feb 24, 

2021)  

What’s great about this list is the audience and purpose break down, including access and any 

costs involved.  Some are free or sliding scale. 

 

As your mid council or congregations may be taking up identity as Matthew 25 organizations, 

these links will help folks engage the “dismantling white supremacy” commitment and influence 

the others. 
 

Learning Opportunity  

(registration deadline is April 2 – some opportunities limited in size): 

White Privilege Conference #22 (#WPC22) is going virtual – April 7-10, 2021 

Presbyterians can access a 15% discount code in registering for the “Non-Profit level” for 

Institutes (1-day, 8-hour learning opportunities on April 7) which can be separate from or combined 

with the full conference that continues April 8-10.  Discount code is PRES22, to be used at check 

out. More information is here: https://www.theprivilegeinstitute.com/white-privilege-conference-22-

virtu.  Keynote speakers include the incredible Dr. Joy DeGruy and Dr. Robin DiAngelo. 

 

Hundreds of Presbyterians have attended the conference in its 22 years, most intentionally in the last 

eight years.  Many synods and presbyteries plan to support participation in this annual opportunity.  

This is a secular conference that typically draws 2500 people, with the majority of participants coming 

from education, government, and non-profit fields; there are middle school and high school tracks and 

participants span from age 12 to 90, from un-degreed to PhDs.  It is a vital space for folks in the work to 

work on themselves and make adjustments, and to learn from people very different than themselves; 

the rich caucusing space provides practical opportunities to practice calling one another in to more deep 

engagement and inclusion.  Many denominations also attend – Friends (Quakers) bring hundreds every 

year.  Workshops explore the power wielded in institutional and societal life.  Hegemonies (identities 

and cultures of dominance) are examined and challenged, including that of Protestant Christianity.  

Many Presbyterians commit to going again because it is a vital place of testing one’s lenses and learning 
to do better. 

https://mashable.com/shopping/anti-racism-online-courses/?fbclid=IwAR0mAcuSx39KQPM52VShZiaCaIdk0qMaaBnEAs8JZJr_I88jtEgn5B23E58
https://mashable.com/shopping/anti-racism-online-courses/?fbclid=IwAR0mAcuSx39KQPM52VShZiaCaIdk0qMaaBnEAs8JZJr_I88jtEgn5B23E58
https://www.theprivilegeinstitute.com/white-privilege-conference-22-virtu
https://www.theprivilegeinstitute.com/white-privilege-conference-22-virtu


 
 

There have been a few reporting difficulties with the code – try again, and be in touch with Molly 
Casteel to help get it working. 


